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The Artist as Entrepreneur:
Long-Term Professional Bonds in
Qyattrocento Florence*
Yael Even
University of Missouri-St. Louis

number of comparatively recent publications on collaboration in
O!iattrocento art attest to the renewed interest in reassessing the
nature of professional exchange among artists. 1 These studies
continue to shed more light on the prevalence and extent of collaborative
artistic undertakings in Florence during this period. Originating in
archival research, the studies reject the romanticized, traditional view of
Early Renaissance painters, sculptors, and architects as solitary geniuses,
suggesting instead that these creative talents operated as entrepreneurs
who collaborated to establish profitable careers.
Although these publications are pivotal to our understanding of
fifteenth-century practices and procedures, they follow earlier essays and
books that focus on a few specific cooperative enterprises rather than on
the whole issue of cooperation. For example, Harriet McNeal Caplow's
"Sculptors' Partnership in Michelozzo's Florence" and R. W. Lightbown's
Donatello and Michelozzo both offer an exhaustive review of the partnership
that bound together two prominent sculptors. 2 In addition, Doris Carl's

A

'This study originated, in part, from a revision of my dissertation, "Artistic
Collaboration in F1orentine Workshops: <2.hiattrocento" (Ph.D. diss., Columbia University,
1984). This paper is dedicated to James H. Beck.
1
See, for example, James H. Beck, "Jacopo della <2.hiercia and Donatello: Networking
in the O!,lattrocento," Source 6.4 (1987): 6ff.; Yael M. Even, "The Sacristy Portals:
Cooperation at the Florentine Cathedral," Source 6.3 (1987): 7ff.; and Yael Even, "Paolo
Uccello's John Hawkwood: Reflections of a Collaboration between Agnola Gaddi and
Giuliano Pesello," Source 4.4 (1985): 6ff.
2
Harriet McNeal Caplow, "Sculptors' P artnership in Michelozzo's F1orence," Studies
in the Renaissance 21 (1974): 121, 145ff. R. W . Lightbown, Donatello and Miche!ozzo: An
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"Zur Goldschmiedefamilie Dei" provides a detailed documentary survey
of Miliano di Domenico Dei's rapport with Antonio del Pollaiuolo and
other minor goldsmiths.3 Informative as they are, these works are as limited as U. Procacci's much earlier "Di Jacopo di Antonio e delle compagnie di pittori del Corso degli Adimari nel XV secolo," which centers on
the associations among painters of ceremonial banners. 4
In contrast, the present article evaluates long-term professional
bonds as an economic, social, and artistic phenomenon. It concerns itself
with the conditions that spawned these interrelationships, with the
advantages of alliances, and with the restrictions these alliances imposed on
the creative process. In the final analysis, knowing that the artists of this
period acted as ordinary entrepreneurs increases our appreciation of their
achievements. Indeed, the knowledge that they were not divorced from
the confines of their society helps us recognize their greatness.
In the world of C29attrocento architects, sculptors, and painters, the
quest for financial well-being was as urgent as the pursuit of recognition
and fame.s Like self-employed manufacturers, many of these artists protected themselves from the vicissitudes of the market by joining hands
with fellow artisans. Yet, as great and ambitious innovators, they longed
to work independently and outdo potential competitors. 6 These conflicting
currents are epitomized in the complex relationship between Ghiberti and
_Brunelleschi, who, despite their lifelong rivalry, were forced to cooperate
with one another.7 While pursuing their separate courses in Florence,
each of them embarked on a different major enterprise. Ghiberti took
charge of designing and casting the north and east bronze doors of the
Baptistery (1403-52) for the Arte di Calimala (Guild of the Cloth Refiners),
while Brunelleschi supervised the design and construction of the cathedral

Artistic Partnership and Its Patrons in the Early Renaissance, 2 vols. (London: Harvey
Miller, 1980). For other publications on the subject from the same years, see Collaboration
in Italian Renaissance Art, ed. Wendy Stedman Sheard and John T. Paoletti (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1978) as well as John T. Paoletti, The Siena Baptristry Font: A Study
ofan Early Renaissance Collaborative Program, r4r6-r434 (New York: Garland, 1979).
JDoris Carl, "Zur Goldschmiedefamilie Dei mit neuen Dokumenten zu Antonio
Pollaiuolo und Andrea Verrocchio," Mitteilungen des Kunsthistorischen Institutes in Florenz
26.2 (1982): 129ff.

U. Procacci, "DiJacopo di Antonio e delle compagnie di pittori del Corso degli
Adimari nel XV secolo," R ivista d'arte 34 (1960): 3ff.
sBruce Cole, The Renaissance Artist at Work: From Pisano to Titian (New York:
Harper & Row, 1983), 13-56.
6Yael Even, "Lorenzo Ghiberti's Qyest for Professional Autonomy," Konsthistorisk
Tidskrift 58.1 (1989): df.
?Yael Even, "Lorenzo Ghiberti and Filippo Brunelleschi Reconsidered: Forced
Alliances between Lifelong Adversaries," Fides et Historia 22.2 (1990): 38-46.
4
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dome (1420-46) for the Opera del Duomo (Cathedral Board of Works).
At the same time, eager to participate in other prestigious projectswhich were, however, conceived as joint undertakings-the two consented
to work side by side on a provisional basis. Thus, at the request of the
Opera del Duomo, Ghiberti and Brunelleschi jointly planned the model
for the dome (1418-1420) and the Shrine of Saint Zenobius (1432).
Cooperation between giants of the stature of Brunelleschi and
Ghiberti was a common modus operandi, as well as a modus vivendi, in
Florence, manifesting itself in a wide range of cooperative undertakings
and embodying an amazing variety of creative forces. Within a society and
an economic system that fostered competition, the most extraordinary of
these cooperations were permanent associations. Partnerships of this type
prevailed throughout the early 1400s, when Medicean patronage was still
in its infancy. Since artists and artisans could not rely on regular employment
for their livelihood, they had to depend on each other. Only with the advent
of influential benefactors, such as Lorenzo the Magnificent in the 1470s
and Pope Sixtus IV during the 1480s, could they allow themselves the
luxury of working independently or maintaining sporadic, temporary
alliances.
The formation oflong-term professional bonds was often prompted
by the high costs of maintaining a fully equipped studio. In addition to
annual rent payments of three to fifteen florins for an average bottega, or
shop, 8 every artist had to acquire an entratura (sometimes referred to as
uso) or a license to practice his or her craft, for a yearly rate of approximately five to twenty-five florins. 9 Dues to the guild in the amount of six
florins and expenses for furniture, tools, and the proper work force added
to the artist's burden.
Stonemasons, and goldsmiths in particular, contended with additional financial worries. Sculptors of marble were, at times, obliged to
take full responsibility for the excavation and transportation of stone
blocks; they were also held accountable for the delivery of their products
to their final destinations. Donatello and Michelozzo, who designed three
monumental tombs (1425-28), h ad to supplement their equipment by
purchasing a mule for ten florins and two boats for seven florins. rn
Metalsmiths were forced to buy, mount, and dismount furnaces of various

8See, fo r example, M arco del Buono's expenses for different shop rentals in Ellen
Callmann, Apollonio di Giovanni (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1974), 5.
9Procacci, "DiJacopo di Antonio," 18, 44 nn. 60 and 65.
10
See, for example, Rufus Graves M ather, "New D ocuments on Michelozzo," A rt
Bulletin 24 (1942): 228. See also Bonnie A. Bennett and D avid G . Wilkins, D onatello (Mt.
Kisco, N .Y.: M oyer Bell, 1984), 54.
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sizes for the manufacture of silver and bronze objects. They also had to
provide themselves with adequate sources of water power and with spacious courtyards for storing and constructing huge molds. II On occasion,
the expense of casting an extraordinarily large sculpture in metal could
precipitate heavy monetary losses. Ghiberti's willingness to forfeit his
compensation for the bronze statue of Saint John the Baptist (1412-14,
Orsanmichele, Florence) in case of failure was a calculated risk on his
part. 12 This act convinced the Arte di Calimala to grant this coveted project to him instead of to other masters who were not prepared to offer such
a guarantee.
Artists who associated themselves with competitors who already
possessed the appropriate entratura could operate in the latter's working
facilities without owning a similar license. The charges for a permit of this
kind, just as those for a lease, did not increase with the expansion of the
bottega management. In joining a known painter or sculptor, the lessknown artisans committed themselves to share both the fees incurred and
the income they anticipated. Those establishing partnerships on the basis
of equal apportionment of funds divided all investments and gains evenly.
Arrangements of this kind characterized Donatello and Michelozzo's resolution to work insieme ea compagnia [together in one firm], as well as to
distribute everything per meta [in two] (1425). 13
The same policies typified Calvano di Cristofano's agreement with the
painters Stefano di Lorenzo and Jacopo di Cristofano to let each partner
have la terza parte, or the third part, of their expenses (1431). 14 Parity of
profit proved economically advantageous and reflected a parity of standing
that promoted steady working relationships. Although Donatello was
older and more experienced than Michelozzo, he did not assume a higher
status in their company. Nor was Pesello, whose reputation as a painter
exceeded that of his five associates, granted any undue privileges.
The benefits of taking an outsider into one's bottega as a long-term
partner, rather than a temporary assistant, were manifold. Having the
means to acquire the proper studio did not necessarily guarantee financial
prosperity. In order to yield profits, a compagnia had to be managed by
someone with the right instinct for negotiations, someone who could deal
with contracting parties and secure as many lucrative commissions as possible.

nHarriet McNeal Caplow, Maso di Bartolomeo (unpublished). In possession of the
author.
12
Richard Krautheimer and Trude Krautheimer-Hess, Lorenzo Ghiberti (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1970), 74.
'JSee Mather, "New Documents on Michelozzo," and Bennett and Wilkins, Donatello.
' 4 See Procacci, "DiJacopo di Antonio," 39ff and, in particular, 56 n. 126.
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By associating with an unknown artisan who, nonetheless, was an astute
negotiator, one could increase one's chances for survival. That Donatello,
a much-sought-after sculptor in 1425, entered into a binding partnership
with the then relatively undistinguished Michelozzo is not surprising.
Although recognized as a creative talent very early in his artistic development, Donatello was pitifully inept at conducting his financial affairs. 15
Because he failed to retrieve some of the payments owed to him and was
unable to lower his tax rate, he often operated at a loss.'6 Michelozzo's
shrewdness in business matters became one of the most indispensable
assets of their joint organization. 17 As the firm's representative, Michelozzo
signed the majority of its contracts, wrote all of its letters,'8 and prepared
two of its portate al catasto, or tax declarations. As a result, he provided the
company with good contractual terms, high fees, and low fines.
Having a resourceful manager for a professional ally sometimes saved
artistic establishments from bankruptcy. Giovanni dal Ponte's association
with the painter Smeraldo di Giovanni in 1427 is a case in point. '9 As a
staunch individualist, Giovanni set out on an independent career, buying
a shop instead of renting one. In an attempt to further assert his autonomy,
he chose a house near the river, not in the vicinity of the Cathedral, where
most of his rivals' studios were found. Giovanni's talent as a painter drew
in various orders for decorative panels and marriage coffers. On the other
hand, because of his inexperience as an entrepreneur he failed to deal with
the right patrons. Most of his affairs were conducted with negligent and
often delinquent clients who never paid him for his services.2° After falling
into debt, Giovanni unsuccessfully tried to reduce his heavy losses by
investing in real estate. The forfeiture of his enterprise resulted in a prison
term of five years, at the end of which he recruited Smeraldo di Giovanni
as a partner. The latter, an old painter who was neither famous nor wealthy,
had survived many .changes in the market on his own. He helped Giovanni
rebuild his company, keeping it solvent for ten years.
'5 Harriet McNeal Caplow, Michelozzo, 2 vols. (New York: Garland, 1977), 1:31ff., and
Beck, "Jacopo della C21Jercia and Donatello," 10.
16For a comparison between Donatello's andJacopo della C21Jercia's different dealings
with their Sienese patrons, see James H. Beck, ]acopo de/la Quercia, 2 vols. (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1991), 1:32ff.
'7Lightbown, D onatello and Michelozzo, 1:2.
18
See, for example, the extant letter to the Opera del Duomo in Siena (1425), published
in G aetano Milanesi, Documenti per la storia dell'arte Senese, 3 vols. (Siena: Onorato Porri,
1854-56), 2:134-35. See also Lightbown, Donatello and Michelozzo, 1:234.
19 H . P. Horne, "Giovanni dal Ponte," Burlington Magazine 9 (1906): 332ff. See also
Even, "Artistic Collaboration in Florentine Workshops," 101ff.
20
See, for example, documents published in Even, "Artistic Collaboration in Florentine
Workshops," 197-99.
·
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Apprentices who wanted to set up a workshop after their matriculation
could rarely afford by themselves the costly upkeep of an artistic outfit.
Like Antonio di Salvi and Francesco di Giovanni, who formed a collaboration after enrolling in the goldsmiths' guild (1474), young artisans preferred
the shared expenditures of a professional alliance. 21 Only sculptors who,
like Ghiberti, inherited a family business, or who, like Luca della Robbia'.,
were born to well-to-do fathers were able to manage their affairs alone.
Similar in this regard were clerical painters like Lorenzo Monaco, Fra
Angelico, and Fra Filippo Lippi, who had recourse to monastic ojficine, or
ecclesiastical shops.
The need to secure adequate funding for a workshop was at times so
acute that it precipitated the most unlikely forms of exchange. It spurred
artisans to enter into binding partnerships that had originated only as
financial cooperation. In 1457, Antonio del Pollaiuolo, then a promising
young silversmith, allied himself with Miliano di Domenico Dei, a wool
merchant who had inherited a goldsmith's shop. 22 In taking Pollaiuolo in
as a compagno, or partner, Miliano di Domenico Dei acted in the capacity
of a contractor. Although instrumental in obtaining the commission for
the Baptistery cross (1457, Opera del Duomo, Florence) and in allocating
it to Pollaiuolo, he did not contribute either to its design or execution.
Sharing a single bottega with artisans of different skills was common
among the masters of the ~attrocento. The studio that Bernardo Rossellino,
chief engineer and architect to popes Nicholas V and Pius II, ran from
1435 was set up with assets he held jointly with his brothers Domenico,
Giovanni, Tomaso, and Antonio.23 Despite the fact that all five operated
in the same working quarters, they did not always work as a collective
team. After 1446, Bernardo worked primarily in architecture; Antonio
was a sculptor; and Domenico, Giovanni, and Tomaso, like their father
before them, worked as stonemasons.
One of the objectives of forming a permanent professional bond was
the monopolization of a given artistic expertise, such as the decoration of
marriage chests or the production of monumental tombs. Until collaboration became popular, most artists tried their hands at areas of expertise
that were often someone else's specialty. While broadening the scope of their
creativity, they infringed on their fellow artisans' acknowledged territories.
Consequently, they generated more rivalry in an already competitive market.
"Dora Liscia Bemporad, "Appunti sulla bottega orafa di Antonio del Pollaiolo e di
alcuni suoi allievi," Antichita viva 19.3 (1980): 47ff.
22
Carl, "Zur Goldschmiedefamilie Dei," 129.
23Anne Markham Schulz, The Sculpture of Bernardo Rosse/lino and His Workshop
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1977), 3.
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Because no one could depend on a steady flow of commissions, everyone
was willing to accept almost any type of assignment. Although architects,
sculptors, and painters were apprentices in only one or sometimes two
disciplines, each of them adopted more than one field of activity. During
the Early Renaissance, no task was considered unimportant or demeaning.
Ghiberti, who from the outset of his artistic development pursued the
vocation of goldsmith, did not shy away from supplying Giuliano Pesello
with drawings for ceremonial banners (1421). 24 By accepting jobs outside
their usual trade, Ghiberti and Pesello temporarily increased their profits.
Nevertheless, they did not add a regular source of income to their reported
earnings.
Establishing a monopoly through the amalgamation of two or more
self-supporting shops helped artists advertise their expertise as a specialized
commodity. By catering to a particular category of consumer demand,
such as altarpieces or coats of arms, they attracted more patrons. In so
doing, they usually gained an edge over competitors who worked alone.
At least four documented alliances among Florentine masters
originated in part for the set purpose of monopolization. Donatello's
nine-year partnership with Michelozzo (1425-1434) was one of the most
successful. Uniting a celebrated stone carver with a gifted goldsmith, this
sculptors' firm engaged exclusively in the planning and execution of
grandiose sepulchers: the Coscia Tomb (1425, Baptistry, Florence); the
· Brancacci Tomb (1425-26, Sant'Angelo a Nido, Naples); and theAragazzi Tomb
(1427, Cathedral, Montepulciano). Except for the pulpit outside the cathedral
of Prato (1428), the two partners resolved to undertake exclusively the
design of prestigious commemorative ensembles for influential members
of the Curia. 25 Before the formation of their association and after its dissolution, each of them chose a different avenue. Donatello, the creator of
Saint George (1415, Bargello, Florence), the Cantoria (1433, Opera del
Duomo, Florence), and the Gattamelata (1445, Piazza del Santo, Padua),
worked as a sculptor. Michelozzo, who began as the die caster of the
Florentine mint (1410), took part in casting and chasing the Baptistery
doors (1421; 1437) and embarked on an architectural career at the monastery
of San Marco (1437) and the Palazzo Medici (1446).
Less familiar to us but equally strong was the professional bond that
brought Giuliano Pesello together with Antonio di Jacopo and Cipriano di
Simone (1427). 26 Aimed at monopolizing the production of processional
' 4 Florence, Archivio di Stato, Mercanzia, Deliberazioni 262, f. 172, published in Even,
"Artistic Collaboration in Florentine Workshops," r97.
'5Lightbown, Donatello and Michelozzo, r:2.
26 Procacci, "DiJacopo di Antonio," r9ff.
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standards and pennants, this partnership was founded by painters who
had been manufacturing military regalia for a long time. The clientele
they continued to serve included men of arms, religious confraternities,
and wealthy nobility. Together, the three partners acted as a business team
that limited its output to the painting of family and company crests. This
policy proved so financially rewarding that they decided to expand their
organization to include the three artisans who operated in the contiguous
shop. Alone, each associate ventured out in search of more challenging
projects. Pesello, the founder of this three- and then six-part organization,
prided himself on a number of individual undertakings. In 1395, he
received a commission for the two cenotaphs for Pietro Farnese and John
Hawkwood in coordination with Agnolo Gaddi. 2 7 Twenty years later, he
submitted a proposal for the elevation of the papal staircase at Santa
Maria Novella. He also made models for the cathedral dome and was
appointed auxiliary supervisor of its construction.
Giovanni dal Ponte's partnership with Smeraldo di Giovanni, which
survived the vicissitudes of the market for ten years (1427-37), was yet
another exercise in monopoly.2 8 It grew out of the sole proprietorship of
Giovanni dal Ponte, who engaged arbitrarily in all areas of painting decorative
designs. His failure to compete with artistic firms that limited the range
of their production became one of the causes for his ensuing insolvency.
In an effort to recover, Giovanni restructured his compagnia by conceding
thirty-five percent of his prospective profits to Smeraldo di Giovanni.29
Reemerging as a professional alliance, the business launched itself again
through the decoration of marriage chests and thus appealed to the stratum
of Florentine citizenry that was affluent enough to lavish money on such
elegant artifacts. Giovanni dal Ponte and Smeraldo di Giovanni did not
attain great fame, but they successfully protected themselves from recurrent
financial loss.
Of the few long-term partnerships in Florence, only Appolonia di
Giovanni and Marco di Buono's attained nineteen years of financial triumph
(1446-65).3° Their firm took over the potentially lucrative manufacture of
marriage chests after Giovanni dal Ponte's death in 1437. Apollonio di
Giovanni and Marco di Buono's refusal to undertake more prestigious
ventures worked to their mutual advantage. Unlike Giovanni dal Ponte, who
'7Even, "Paolo Uccello's john Hawkwood," 6ff.
Horne, "Giovanni dal Ponte," 332ff. Even, "Artistic Collaboration in Florentine
Workshops," roiff
' 9For a similar distribution of gains, see the Bicci di Lorenzo's association with
Stefano d'Antonio, studied in W. Cohn, "Maestri sconosciuti del Qyattrocento: II.
Stefano d'Antonio," Bollettino d'arte 44.r (1959): 6rff.
3°Callmann, Apollonio di Giovanni, 25 ff.
28
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could not resist any kind of commission, Apollonio and Marco's first concern remained the painting of elaborate cassoni. The number of orders
they received from the richest families, including the Medici, the Rucellai,
and the Strozzi, increased from four to twenty-nine a year. With such a
successful collaborative monopoly, they could devote themselves to individual pursuits. Apollonio illuminated manuscripts, while Marco opened a
second bottega, the identity of which is still unknown.
Though the length of their partnership was unusual, the rewards of
Apollonio di Giovanni and Marco di Buono's association, as well as that
of their predecessors, were typical of long-term professional bonds. An
establishment such as theirs sometimes expanded to include two or more
shops, thus doubling or sometimes even tripling its production volume.
In 1427, Donatello and Michelozzo based the center of their joint operations
at Donatello's former working quarters on the Corso degli Adimari in
Florence. However, to expedite the transportation of marble from the quarry
and facilitate its delivery, they maintained additional facilities in the port
town of Pisa.3' By supervising every stage of each project, Donatello and
Michelozzo did not have to rely heavily on outside help. Not only did
they reduce their expenditures but they also continued to monopolize the
manufacture of marble monuments.
Despite the potential rewards of a permanent collaboration, artists
and artisans of the Early Renaissance were reluctant to establish legal ties
oflengthy or indeterminate time periods. In the risky climate of constant
economic change, the most enduring type of alliance bound artisans
together for an initial term of only three or five years.32 Many potential
partners seem to have had reservations about their compatibility and about
the mutuality of their interests. Giovanni dal Ponte's remark about his
newly founded partnership with Smeraldo di Giovanni in 1427 echoes some
of these fears: "Non sappiamo come ci faremo ne chome a[vJremo de' lavorij
che stiamo all'aventura."33 Because artisans who desired to collaborate agreed
to share labor, costs, and profits as well as to consolidate their facilities
and capital assets, they were hesitant to commit themselves to long-term
arrangements that could prove uncomfortable. A three- or five-year contract
allowed them to reconsider their options or modify the structure of their
compagnie. A fruitful relationship could easily be renewed with another
written or verbal agreement and thus would assume the characteristics of a
long-term professional bond.
J'Lightbown, Donatello and Michelozzo, 1:8732Procacci, "DiJacopo di Antonio," 15ff.
JJEven, "Artistic Collaboration in F1orentine Workshops," 106. We do not know how
well we will fare nor in what way we will obtain work as we are setting out on an adventure.
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The longevity of a collaborative establishment seems to have depended
on the personal satisfaction of the artists who founded it. In an era when
individualism was gaining momentum, no professional tie could survive if
it stifled the urge for creative autonomy. Organized either as a partnership
or as a corporation, a joint workshop operated as a multilateral business
enterprise. It grew as an amalgamation of various semi-independent and
self-contained units of manufacture. Its management rested on a team of
artists who generally had an equal say in the organization of their common
affairs. They all dealt in the same field of production, but each of them
took responsibility for a different project or for a limited but distinct task.
This division oflabor enhanced speed and efficiency, but more important,
it enabled artisans who shared the same premises to exercise their trade
independently, with little interference from associates.
Tax returns filed by Giovanni dal Ponte and Smeraldo di Giovanni
in 1427 reveal that they did not undertake identical assignments.34 While
specializing in the decoration of marriage chests, they each performed
different jobs for different patrons. Giovanni dal Ponte, for instance, painted
a coffer for Giannozo and Paolo Bigliotti, while Smeraldo di Giovanni
ornamented the coffers commissioned by Matteo degli Strozzi. By adopting
these procedures, the two partners succeeded in working quasi-independently
in the same quarters for ten years and did not have to give up the artistic
freedom they had enjoyed before consolidating their properties. Registers
of payments for the pulpit outside the cathedral of Prato attest to a similar
qµasi-independence in Donatello and Michelozzo's partnership in 1428.
According to these documents, Michelozzo planned the architectural
support of the structure, while Donatello designed the marble reliefs for the
balustrade.JS In this way, they worked at their own pace, each supervising
a different aspect of the same venture.
The policies Donatello and Michelozzo followed were ideal for
maintaining a steadfast sculptors' partnership. To retain their individual
identities, they divided authority, as well as duties, according to their individual skills. In public, they advertised themselves as "Donato di Nicholo,
Michele di Bartolomeo, intagliatori in Firenze" [Donatello and Michelozzo,
Florentine stonecarvers].3 6 In private, Michelozzo introduced himself as
horafo [goldsmith], while Donatello continued to be known as intagliatore

34 H orne, "Giovanni dal Ponte," 332 ff; Even, "Artistic Collaboration in Florentine
Workshops," 101ff.
35Lightbown, Michelozzo and Donatello, 1:233.
J6Mather, "New Documents on Michelozzo," 228.
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[sculptor] .37 The two partners arranged their schedules so they could work
apart from each other. Michelozzo was in Prato during the formulation
of the original contract with cathedral officials. He was also there throughout the planning of the pilaster for the pulpit (late 1420s). Michelozzo
thus preceded Donatello, whose presence was documented during the
execution of the figural carving, as well as the renegotiation of the agreement
with the representatives of the cathedral. Each partner also took charge
of different assignments: Michelozzo, acting as the venture's engineer,
purchased the required bricks; Donatello, as sculptor, bought the required
marble.
In Prato, as in Florence, Pisa, Naples, and Rome, Donatello and
Michelozzo coordinated their respective activities with their personal
apprentices and journeymen. Donatello relied on the assistance of Pagno di
Lapo Portigiani and Nanni di Miniato detto Fora, two skillful stonecarvers.
Michelozzo enlisted the help of Maso di Bartolomeo, a rising metalsmith
and stonemason who mounted the pilaster and cast the bronze capital of
the pulpit at Prato. After the dissolution of the association between
Donatello and Michelozzo, Nanni di Miniato renewed his connections
with Donatello without maintaining the same rapport with Michelozzo.
Likewise, Maso di Bartolomeo remained in continual touch with
Michelozzo but severed his ties with Donatello.3 8
Training one's own workers and attracting one's own following
within the framework of a cooperative environment seems to have been
standard practice. As Giuliano Pesello's partnerships with artisans in
neighboring shops attest,39 the consolidation of two or more working
quarters on a long-term basis did not always entail the complete merging
of their work forces. Not only did most partners adhere to their original
professional aspirations, they also retained their original body of assistants
and their contacts with outside artisans. Because the close daily bonds
between an artisan and his or her disciple constituted the backbone of every
manufacturing establishment in the O!iattrocento, it was incorporated
into the artistic cooperation. Partners could hire different helpers and pursue
their own course without changing their old ways. Giuliano Pesello associated himself with Antonio di Jacopo and Cipriano di Simone in 1427,
but he did not share his apprentices, Corso and Loro d'Antonio, with them.
Nor did Cipriano di Simone, who collaborated with Giuliano Pesello and
3

70n titles in general and Donatello's title in particular, see Bennett and Wilkins,

Donatello, ro3.
38 0n the continuing professional bonds between Michelozw and Maso di Bartolomeo,
see Even, "The Sacristy Portals."
39 Procacci, "Di Jacopo di Antonio," r9 ff
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Calvano di Christofano in 1442, entrust the training of his apprentice,
Piero di Lorenzo, to either of his two partners. 40
Much of the success of a professional relationship must have derived
from the personal relationship that brought and kept particular artists
together. Even when personal compatibility had no bearing on competence
in production or management of funds, it proved to sustain the longestlasting alliances. Fra Filippo Lippi's association with Fra Diamante, initiated
in 1454 and ending with Lippi's death fifteen years later, grew out of such
a friendship .41 It seems to have originated in the mutual understanding
that often links persons of similar temperament and upbringing and to
have been nurtured by the special circumstances that sometimes unite a
famous artist with a devoted follower.
Brought up as clerical painters, Lippi, a Carmelite priest, and Fra
Diamante, a Vallombrosan monk, chose artistic vocations in two different
monastic orders. Nonetheless, partly in an effort to emancipate themselves
from the control of their superiors, they left their respective monasteries
and established independent itinerant careers. Neither of them appears
to have been willing to conform to accepted societal norms: both were
involved in legal disputes and imprisoned for various misdemeanors. Lippi,
who tried to avoid any kind of joint venture with any artist, employed
Fra Diamante as an apprentice rather than as an associate or even as an
assistant. During their cooperation, however, he seems to have accepted
Fra Diamante as a foster member of his family. He let the less-experienced
artist live in a house that he purchased, first in Prato and then in Spoleto.
Although Fra Diamante's accomplishments were far from equal to Lippi's,
he was eventually granted the role of compagno, or partner. As Lippi's closest
and most loyal companion, he was also entrusted with the training of Lippi's
son, Filippino.
Friendship also seems to have been the foundation on which the
partnership between Mariotto Albertinelli and the future Fra Bartolommeo,
Baccio della Porta, thrived for at least ten years (1494-1500, 1509-13) .42
Their friendship developed during the course of their apprenticeship in
Cosimo Rosselli's workshop during the 1480s. The professional bond
between Mariotto and Baccio began as soon as their matriculation in the
painters' guild was made official. Propelled by what appears to have been
genuine affection, their friendship prevailed over various personal career
moves and crises that pulled the two apart. Mariotto left Baccio in about
4°Procacci, "D i J acopo di Antonio," 43 n. 53.
4'Eve Borsook, "Fra Filippo Lippi and the Murals for Prato C athedral," M itteilungen
des Kunsthistorischen Institutes in Florenz 19 (1975): 34ff.
4' Ludovico Borgo, The Works ofMariottoA/bertinelli (New York: G arland, 1976), 122-52.
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1490 when he was asked to serve as an artist to Alfonsina Orsini, but he
rejoined Baccio in 1494. Illustrating what seems to have been his profound

fondness for Baccio was his despair at the latter's decision to become a monk
six years later. Mariotto's commitment to Baccio was so great, in fact, that
he agreed to act as the trustee of the properties that the new cleric
donated to his half-brother, Piero. He also consented to take charge of
Piero's education. Despite his opposition to the monastic life, Mariotto
decided to resume his association with the newly ordained Fra Bartolommeo.
He seems to have gone so far as to work within the monastery of San Marco
for four years. That Mariotto and Fra Bartolommeo had cooperated with
one another before they undertook the management of a compagnia together
added to the durability of their business partnership. As neophytes in
Rosselli's establishment, they learned to paint in ways similar to each
other. For this reason, they were later able to coordinate their methods in
perfect concert.
Even more than did friendship, marital ties fostered and prolonged the
life of tightly knit cooperative organizations of artists. They were the roots
of numerous painters' firms in Siena and Venice throughout the Trecento.
A hundred years later they became the ground on which a few sculptors'
companies flourished in Florence as well. Brothers- and sisters-in-law,
siblings, fathers and children, uncles and cousins built collaborative
monopolies that provided a solid source of income for an entire clan. Their
professional allegiance was a reflection of family unity. Not only did some
family-related artists continue to share the same place of residence, but
they also adopted the same trade and shared the same working facilities.
For example, Luca della Robbia was joined by his brother's son, Andrea,
in 1446 and allowed him to stay in Luca's house and practice his craft in
Luca's studio on the Via Guelfa. 43 In another instance, Domenico,
Antonio, Giovanni, and Tomaso Rossellino lived with their mother and
their respective wives and children on the Via Fiesolana and occupied a
joint shop with their brother Bernardo on the Via del Proconsolo in 1458. 44
The fabric of a family business differed extensively from that of other
long-term artistic associations. It was woven according to traditionally
patriarchal patterns and did not allow for sudden, or even gradual, personal
changes. Headed by an established artist, a pivotal father figure, and maintained by members of his clan, such a company assumed hierarchical
characteristics. Rather than functioning as an amalgamation of several
individual hands, it ran like a proprietorship that included a large work
43 Allan
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force. The involved artisans, some older and more skilled, some younger and
inexperienced, did not play equal roles in the management of such corporate
organizations. Working alongside each other as collaborators of various
ranks, they did not operate as full-fledged partners. Antonio Pollaiuolo,
who in 1466 associated himself with his brother Salvestro, rather than
with another brother, Piero, continued to be the sole supervisor of their
joint undertakings.45 Domenico Ghirlandaio also acted as sole supervisor
in his association with his brothers Davide and Benedetto in 1475. Relatives
who were equally talented and ambitious chose to collaborate with one
another only temporarily. To preserve their own vocational identity without
giving up their status within the clan, they avoided forming permanent
partnerships. Therefore, although Pietro Lorenzetti and his brother
Ambrogio cosigned the painting of the Marriage ofthe Virgin (1335, now lost)
in Siena, they did not own the same bottega. And despite the fact that
Orcagna and his brother Jacopo di Cione coauthored the painting of
Saint Matthew (1367, Uffizi, Florence) in Florence, they by no means .led
their lives and careers side by side.
Some family ties led to monopolistic establishments of artists that
admitted only family members, whose dues to the guild were not as high
as those of regular members. Other family ties, on the other hand, produced
less exclusive collaborations. Giuliano Pesello's professional relationship
with his nephew, Cipriano di Simone, evolved into a tripartite alliance in
1427 when the two enlisted Jacopo di Antonio, who was not related to
either of them, as their partner. 46 At the end of three years, this cooperative
painters' enterprise grew into a six-part firm that included-in addition to
Pesello, Cipriano, and Antonio-Stefano di Lorenw, the head of the neighboring workshop, and the two brothers Calvano and J acopo di Cristofano.
That four of the associates in 1431 were bound not only by mutual interests47
but also by personal relationships increased their chances for lasting success.
While they frequently changed the structure of their organization, they
continued to operate as a prosperous artistic team.
Founded by potential rivals, friends, or family members, long-term
professional bonds provided artists of dissimilar orientations with a common
ground for mutual enrichment. They allowed architects, sculptors, and
painters not only to broaden the scope of their productivity but also to
widen the range of their creativity. By embarking on projects that required
their joint skills, associate artisans participated in enterprises they could not
4lflorence, Archivio del Stato, Signori e Collegi, OrdinariaAutoritit IIJ (ISII), fol. 148,
published in Carl, "Zur Goldschmidefamilie Dei," 165.
46 Procacci, "Di J acopo di Antonio," 20 ff
47Procacci, "Di Jacopo di Antonio," 22.
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carry out independently. Metalsmiths who collaborated with silversmiths
modeled candelabras and reliquaries in addition to casting cannon balls;
designers of ceremonial banners who cooperated with stonemasons planned
decorative niches and statuettes in addition to painting family crests. The
patriarchal concept of the Renaissance man, whose activities embraced a
variety of disciplines, was to come into being at the beginning of the sixteenth
century. It was generated, in part, by the advent of influential patrons who
encouraged budding talents to try their hands in all media. However, during
the period that is the subject of this study, each artisan had to specialize in
a single, marketable area of production. Thus only in forming alliances with
artisans whose interests were different from their own could artists outgrow
the limitations of their own expertise. Michelozzo, who forged a reputation
as a goldsmith, engaged in carving sculptural monuments in marble as soon
as he formed an alliance with Donatello in 1425. Working in the capacity of
a sculptor, as well as an engineer, he began to specialize in the art of building
and thereafter became a prominent architect. Likewise, Giovanni dal Ponte,
who was apparently trained as a designer of marriage chests, started to
paint murals after his association with Smeraldo di Giovanni in 1427. It
was Smeraldo's experience as a fresco painter that led Giovanni to contact
the proper clients for these commissions and bring about a significant
change in his career. 48
Permanent cooperations among architects, sculptors, and painters
became less popular during the second half of the Qyattrocento and disappeared altogether after the first quarter of the Cinquecento. The full
impact of these cooperations on the lives and careers of Early Renaissance
artists requires more exploration. One of the issues that needs clarification
and constitutes a subject of my ongoing research is the conflict between the
artists' adherence to cooperative practices and their quest for self-expression.
The evaluation of this issue will enhance our understanding of the most
outstanding creative moments in Western civilization. It will also strengthen
our knowledge of the relationship between communal endeavor and personal achievement, as well as the relationship between art and society.

48Even,
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